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NOTE: Unlike the usual case for homework assignments, youMUST turn this assignment by the dead-
line of 11AM, Weds Oct. 10th, or you will not receiveany credit. The reason for us not allowing late
submissions (with penalty) is because we will release the solutions to this Homework later on Weds Oct.
10th so you can consult them prior to the Midterm (Fri Oct. 12).

Turn in ashardcopy to the drop box in240 Cory.

1. Kurose & Ross.

(a) Chapter 2, p. 181: P4, P5.

(b) Chapter 5, pp. 505-506, P17.

Hints and clarifications for this problem:

i. “Efficiency” is defined on page 477.

ii. That definition of efficiency discussesdtransin terms of a maximum-size Ethernet frame.
However, the problem specifically states to consider 64-byte Ethernet frames, so you should
use that size—which includes the frame header and trailer, but not the preamble, which you
also need to factor in to computedtrans.

iii. Assume that the velocity at which signals propagate through 100BaseT is1.8 · 108 m/s.

iv. Assume that the 100 Mbps Ethernet standard specifies thatthe maximum distance between
two hosts is 200 meters.

1Version 4, Wed Oct 3: Clarified that turning in hardcopy of traces should be done usingtshark. Added for the email relaying
problem to use calmail.berkeley.edu rather than an eecs.berkeley.edu mail server. Version 3, Sun Sep 30: Changes due date to Wed
Oct 10 at 11AM. Version 2, Fri Sep 28: Corrects submission as being via hardcopy to 240 Cory drop box.
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2. The Design of IP.

IP includes an option for “Record Route,” in which as a packetis forwarded through the network,
each router records its identity in a list.

Read up on this option in RFC 791. (Note, RFC 791 also talks about options “Loose Source and
Record Route” and “Strict Source and Record Route.” This problem is not about them.)

(a) What is the type code associated with this option?

(b) Along with the type code, what other information (not including the recorded route itself) is
present in the option? How much total space does all the additional information (type code plus
these others) take?

(c) Given the constraints imposed by the design of the IP header, what is the largest number of
router addresses that such an option can include in the routethat it records?

(d) What does the RFC say happens if the route is too long to fit into the available space?

3. Comparison of Stop-and-Wait and Sliding Window.

You want to transfer a file from Berkeley to Los Angeles. For this problem, assume the following:

• The size of file is 122,000 bytes. It will be transferred in 1,500-byte data packets, of which
40 bytes are taken up with headers. The size of acknowledgement packets is 40 bytes including
header. Every packet is acknowledged.

• The communication is bidirectional and the bandwidth is 12 Mbps (megabits/sec) in each direc-
tion. Hosts can send and receive at the same time.

• The latency from Berkeley to Los Angeles is 12 ms, as is the latency in the opposite direction.

• Assume that time to process a packet is very small, so the receiver can send an acknowledgement
as soon as it receives a data packet, but not before it receives the entire data packet.

• Likewise, for sliding window the sender can send packets back-to-back (to the degree that the
window size permits).

• Assume no packet loss.

(a) With Stop-and-Wait, how long will it take to transfer thefile? (Include the time to receive the
acknowledgment for the final data packet.)

(b) What is the correspondingthroughput(total amount of user data transferred [so 122,000 bytes]
over the total time required to transfer it).

(c) Using Sliding Window with Send Window Size = Receive Window Size = 8 packets, how long
will it take to transfer the file? What is the throughput?

(d) If Send Window Size and Receive Window Size are set to thebandwidth-delay product(band-
width of the path times the round-trip latency of the path), then how long does it take to transfer
the file, and with what throughput?

(e) If Send Window Size and Receive Window Size are set to 5 times the bandwidth-delay product,
how long does the transfer take, with what throughput, and why?
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4. Encoding. Read the description of 4B/5B encoding athttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
4B5B. (Don’t worry about the second part of the entry that begins “The following character sets
are sometimes. . .”) Consider the mappings for hexadecimal digits (the “Name”s of 0 throughF) in
the first example table. Only two of the 5-bit codes used end intwo 0s. How many possible 5-bit
sequences are there (used by the existing code or not) that meet the stronger restriction of having
at most one leading and at most one trailing 0? Could all 4-bitsequences be mapped to such 5-bit
sequences?

(Problem devised by Bruce Davie and Larry Peterson.)

5. Parity. With 1 parity bit we can detect all 1-bit errors. However, this does not generalize, as follows:

(a) Show that if messagesm are 7 bits long, then there is no error detection codee(m) of size 2 bits
that can detect all2-bit errors. (That is,e(m) is a function mapping each 7-bit messagem to a
pair of bits, rather than a single parity bit.)

Hint: consider the setM of all 7-bit messages with a single 1-bit. Explain how any message
from M can be transmuted into any other with a 2-bit error. From this, show that some pair of
messagesm1 andm2 must have the same error codee = e(m1) = e(m2).

(b) Find anN (not necessarily minimal) such thatno 32-bit error detection code applied toN -bit
blocks can detect all errors altering up to 7 bits.

(Problem devised by Bruce Davie and Larry Peterson.)

6. Email.

In this problem, you will send an email, which looks likehttp://inst.eecs.berkeley.
edu/∼ee122/fa07/hw/email content.txt. The filehttp://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/
∼ee122/fa07/hw/email.trace contains a tcpdump/tshark trace showing an SMTP client con-
necting to an SMTP server to send an email. (The file is slightly different than described below since
it comes from the Fall 2006 instance of EE 122.)

(a) Taking the actions of the client as a template, use the “telnet” tool to send an email to
dank@eecs.berkeley.edu (not dank@berkeley.edu) with the subject “My Answer To Home-
work #2, Problem #6”, and where your username is annotated insome obvious fashion (like
“Golden Bear” in the example). To do so, you will need to select a mailer associated with one
of eecs.berkeley.edu’s MX records.

When you send the mail viatelnet, record your connection withtcpdump(or tshark):

tcpdump -s 0 -w tracefile host XYZ.eecs.berkeley.edu and port 25

where XYZ.eecs.berkeley.edu is the mailer you selected. Submit the trace as documentation,
along with a transcript of the commands you used to send the email (including commands like
HELO). When doing so as hardcopy, submit it astshark output, not Wireshark output, which is
much more verbose.
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IMPORTANT: You need to inspecttracefile to see whether it contains any activity other than
your own (which can happen if someone else also sent email at the same time). If so, you need
to filter the trace using your SMTP client’s ephemeral port number.

It will be useful to first try out this use oftelnet using your own email account (perhaps off of
calmail.berkeley.edu), to test whether it arrives correctly.

(b) An open relayis an SMTP (email) server configured in such a way that it allows anyone on the
Internet to relay email through it to a recipient who is not directly served by the server.

Repeat the exercise but when connecting specify a recipientof vern@icir.org to the server.
What response do you receive?

Note: the eecs.berkeley.edu mail servers allow some instructional machines to relay through
them. Because of this, do this part of the problem using calmail.berkeley.edu (which is the MX
record for berkeley.edu), rather than eecs.berkeley.edu.

7. DNS.

Repeatedly use the command “dig +norecurse @dns-server sphere.cs.berkeley.edu” to locate the
IP address ofsphere.cs.berkeley.edu, starting witha.root-servers.net as the firstdns-server.

(a) Which DNS servers do you visit in the process of finding theaddress?

(b) What is the address?

(c) What happens if instead you look upsphere.berkeley.edu (i.e., you forget to include “.cs”)?

(d) Does the reverse mapping for sphere.cs.berkeley.edu’saddress match its hostname?

(e) What name server directly manages the RR (Resource Record) associated with this reverse map-
ping, and what is the zone within which the RR appears?
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